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CHALLENGE  
A hedge fund needed insight into how established auto dealerships 
allocate their resources. The client also wanted to understand how  
much revenue is derived from third-party lead generation websites  
and other marketing approaches. This information would help them 
understand how dealers are allocating their advertising budgets  
for lead generation platforms.

THE GLG APPROACH 
GLG ran a survey of 40 marketing decision makers at U.S. auto  
dealerships. The survey provided insight into the way companies  
currently apply their advertising budgets and which third-party  
websites the companies use to generate leads.

Seeing the value in the completed survey, the hedge fund decided to  
re-run it to track changes over time. GLG has now run the survey nine 
times, resulting in a total of 360 responses. The firm will continue to  
run the survey on a quarterly basis.

OUTCOME  
The survey series helped the client measure the return on investment of 
marketing tools. By conducting the survey quarterly, the hedge fund is  
able to stay on top of industry trends and get a better understanding of 
how events impact both marketing budgets and larger trends in auto sales.

FEATURED PRODUCTS  
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GLG Surveys

As the world’s knowledge marketplace, GLG connects clients to the subject-matter experts who can provide real-world insights to make informed 
decisions. Our team of professionals work with you to create a tailored approach that identifies, assesses, and answers your questions on your 
timeline. We bring the power of insight to every great professional decision.

Learn more
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Auto Dealership Budget Allocation

Quarterly Updates on Industry Trends

GLG delivered quarterly updates  
about how auto dealerships generate 
revenue from third-party lead  
generation websites to help a hedge  
fund client better allocate its  
marketing budget.

Why GLG?
Project Depth
In-depth survey with 40 marketing  
decision makers at U.S. auto  
dealerships, ranging from a single  
dealership to more than 50 dealerships

Project Breadth
Quarterly survey resulting in  
360 responses so far to help a hedge  
fund client keep up with market trends  
and industry outlook

https://glg.it/surveys/
https://glg.it
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